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“Must we wait until a species is on the brink of extinction before we try to help?” ~Rita Miljo
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The lab-girls Sammi-Jo, Maya, Tao, Hope and Ayana are doing really well at C.A.R.E. We believed we misjudged some of
their ages, as when we had to sedate the ladies for various reasons (usually due to injuries which they caused each other during
the introduction process) their teeth indicated a much older baboon than first believed. Joanie and Magogo, our geriatric
beautiful ladies to passed away from old age, they were the eldest of all the ladies and both enjoyed a few years of sanctuary
life before leaving us. Joanie was alpha female of the troop we put together and Magogo was a very spoiled old lady who
preferred her own company; not unexpected since she spent 13 years singly housed in the biomedical research industry. We’re
proud to have given her sanctuary. Magogo loved grooming the wild baboon babies and orphans through the fence, and
enjoyed the company of a male named “Mouth” before she died
too.
The integration of the ladies into groups was a big challenge.
In the wild, female baboons would rarely allow an unknown
female join their troop; they have a very strict hierarchy and
they inherit their ranking from their mother. An unknown
female wouldn’t be welcome, even the lower ranked females
get a hard time from the alphas. We came across many
problems when integrating the females, and the main issue was
fear and aggression.
It seemed the ladies were scared of physical touch; allowing
another being to groom and touch them led to defensive
aggression. It was frustrating to watch as one of the ladies
would gesture to groom another, the other would allow it briefly
but you could see they were both tense and all-too-often the
tension and fear would turn to defence and then the two would
fight. This was also sad as an observer to watch, as we knew it
was a result of being kept alone for so long, of course being so
close to another being without a fence in between was scary.
Therefore, creating a troop took months.
Once the troop was established, we still had a few females
which were just not suited to troop life, Magogo was one of
Old Joanie was alpha of the troop. She died 21 Feb 2013, she
those females and Hope, who was significantly aggressive and
enjoyed a year of sanctuary retirement. Sadly the troop’s
defensive towards other baboons. With time though, even
hierarchy fell apart after that until the introduction of orphan
Hope became part of the main troop. All the females, except
babies.
for Magogo were fully integrated – it was fantastic for a few
years; the baboons enjoyed life eating, grooming and sunbathing.
Sadly, Joanie, the alpha female, passed away – and then the troop, it seemed, with time fell apart somewhat. Her second in
command Sammie-Jo didn’t like, or trust any of the other females, not even Janine who was third ranked. Janine should have
immediately became second in command to Sammie-Jo, but due to Sammie-Jo’s distrust of other baboons, instead their
hierarchy fell to pieces. Everything that was so carefully put together, sadly fell apart again.
Sammie-Jo was removed from the troop as she began to lose condition; she clearly missed her new found friend.

Joanie (left) enjoying a groom from her new friend Sammie-Jo, who became her second in command.

C.A.R.E. experienced a fire in 2012 and had to move the orphan babies from
their nursery due to ash and smoke damage. The ladies began to then show
much more positive behaviours and Cora became a surrogate mother to the
babies.
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Cora as a surrogate mother to the orphan baby baboons.

Cora with the orphan babies, watching the wild baboons outside.

CORA – died 16 April 2015 – 3 years of sanctuary retirement
Cora was one of the favourite ladies who died in 2014. She lived
three years as a surrogate mother to the orphan babies. Cora
loved life. To know that Cora had been imprisoned in a single
enclosure, unable to properly touch another baboon, to then
see her struggle to integrate with the other ladies; she was
scared and defensively aggressive, to then see her
grooming, resting with, cuddling and playing with the
orphan babies was magical.

Cora helped heal the orphans and in turn they
healed her too. She enjoyed being a
surrogate mother.

Cora even used to let the orphans drink their bottles
without trying to take them. When we decided to see
how Cora did with the babies, it was definitely an
experiment. All of her previous introductions with the
other lab-ladies had failed and resulted in injury, yet she
was so sweet to the orphan babies through the fence. We
opened up the sliding door that was between the nursery and
Cora’s adjoining enclosure, so that the babies could squeeze
through and get to her but she couldn’t get into the nursery.
Cora was wonderful with the babies and soon all the
orphans slept outside with Cora instead of a cage inside.
Watching Cora enjoy life with the babies was very special. She helped
them become confident, she kept them in line, she played with them and
she cuddled them. Cora helped the babies get over the trauma of losing
their real mothers and they helped heal her loneliness and fear of touch.
Cora, thanks to Beauty Without Cruelty enjoyed three years of
sanctuary care before nature caught up with her. Cora was in absolute
heaven playing mother to the babies.
Cora’s health in April 2015 quickly deteriorated and she was sedated to
be submitted to the veterinary clinic. Baboons, being wild animals will
hide any symptoms of illness very well and often only show symptoms
when it is too late to help. Cora was sedated to take bloods in the hope
that the team could treat her, but she died under sedation. We’re glad she
was free from pain and lived four very happy years at C.A.R.E. after so
many years alone.

Top: Cora “play-facing”, she loved to play.
Bottom: Cora grooming the orphan babies.

She will be missed, but memories of her with the orphans and the impact
she had on their lives will never be forgotten.
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ELLA – died 5th December 2013 – 1.5 years of sanctuary
Ella was, we believe, the youngest of the 11
ladies. Ella had much hope to live out many
years with the orphan baby baboons and, we
even hoped, could one day face a life in the
wild. Sadly, this was not to be her fate as we
found Ella dead early one morning. We
believe Ella died quickly of a snake bite
since she was fine the evening before and
there was a possible snake-bite wound on
her leg. C.A.R.E. is situated within a nature
reserve, meaning the baboons can live out
their days in their natural habitat. Snakes are
relocated if they are found, and normally the
baboons will make warning calls to one
another if they spot one; sadly Ella mustn’t
have spotted the snake in the dark. This was
a sad loss, but we are pleased she had a few years of friendship at C.A.R.E.
and her photo was turned into a painting which welcomes people into the
centre.

Above: Ella’s face is now painted onto a sign which welcomes visitors to
C.A.R.E.
Below: Ella finally learned about life in a troop and loved grooming the
juveniles and baby baboon orphans.

Ella had a very hard time integrating, but, with time she gradually learned
to trust the other baboons and found friends within the new troop. Ella was very insecure as a result of being
stolen from the wild at a young age. Being singly housed in the lab setting meant Ella grew up without physical
contact and this had a definite negative impact on her ability to socialise. Without being able to learn troop
politics, Ella had no clue how to react to neither positive or negative gestures from the other baboons. After a few
scuffles with authority Ella found her place in the hierarchy and began to thrive. Ella LOVED food and was very
quick to grab as much as she could in her hands and run to a safe spot to eat it before the older alpha ladies could
stop her. Ella was soon becoming a smart, sweet and “normal” baboon. We were so proud to watch her progress.

OUMA / MAGOGO – died 21 May 2014 – 2 years of sanctuary
Ouma, also known as Magogo (both words mean “old wise lady” or old lady) was the most
geriatric of the lab-ladies and spent 13 years singly housed in the biomedical research
industry. At C.A.R.E. it was quite evident that Ouma wasn’t going to easily be
housed with another baboon – she felt much more comfortable grooming them
through the mesh, but didn’t enjoy having that safety removed and quickly
became defensively aggressive. We were happy to let Ouma enjoy her life, as
a very old lady, in an enclosure which adjoined the main
enclosure; she loved grooming and chatting to
the other ladies from beind the mesh and she
adored grooming the wild baboon babies
through the fence. Part of Ouma’s
enclosure was attached to the orphan
baby baboon nursery and she really
enjoyed grooming the orphan babies.
Ouma was also introduced to an old male
baboon named Mouth. Mouth was also
singly housed and had not found his place in a troop.
The pair learned to enjoy each other’s company and were soon seen
grooming together and sleeping together. Ouma’s health deteriorated
suddenly and we believe the old lady had a stroke and a fall. The decision
was made to euthanise Ouma when she could no longer climb up to her
platform and seemed in pain when she moved. The old, wise lady enjoyed her
last years at the sanctuary and we are pleased she came into our lives.
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TODAY 2016
TAO AND MAYA – nearly 4 years of sanctuary and still thriving
Maya and Tao are enjoying life in a troop made up of an alpha male “Mouth”, who was
once singly housed and 24 juvenile orphan baboons.
Tao struggled to fit into the troop initially and received many injuries from the other
females as she learned that aggressive threats had repercussions; something which in the
lab setting, she didn’t know about. Tao was always very sociable and inquisitive, she
really was eager to communicate with the other lab-ladies, but due to the insecurities
and mistrust, the fear often turned to aggression. Tao, also was determined to be in an
alpha role; she did not ever want to be submissive, so this led to the other ladies who
were above her in the hierarchy, having to continually guard their positions. Tao was
on the receiving end of discipline a lot and did not know how to back down.
When the alpha female Joanie died, Sammie-Jo, who was second in command became
depressed and withdrawn; this meant Tao could take her place as alpha female. Tao
enjoys life with Mouth as the alpha male and Maya
is a submissive, playful character who is more than
happy to fall in line. Tao keeps the orphan juveniles
in their place. Tao helped raise most of the orphans
in her new troop from baby into juvenile age and
whilst we are sure Tao and Maya would be too old
when the juveniles are finally ready for release it
isn’t impossible. We are so pleased that Maya and
Tao are both part of a troop of baboons being
rehabilitated for release.

Above: Tao was very inexperienced with troop politics
and as a result suffered many injuries in the beginning.
Thankfully this eye injury from 2013 is fully healed
now!
Below: Tao as a surrogate baboon mother to the
orphan babies.

Tao is a large lady, healthy and has quickly learned
about troop politics. Tao was a wonderful surrogate
mother to the orphan babies, who helped
rehabilitate her; teaching her about trust and
bonding. The orphan babies are now almost three
years old and Tao and Maya have been at the
sanctuary five years this year!
Tao and Maya both LOVE food and babies! Tao is a very
highly strung, strong lady, whereas Maya is soft, playful
and mostly compliant. Maya is smart enough to diffuse
aggression through bouncing, laughing and play faces.
Maya is also thriving in the troop now.
Maya has a very playful spirit and is an easy-going female
which takes everything in her stride. Maya doesn’t let the
aggressive, political threats from the other baboons concern
her; she often turns it into a game or simply runs away from
an aggressive situation “giggling”.

Above: Maya play-facing / playing with a juvenile orphan,
Below: Maya jumping out of a hammock while playing with the juveniles.

Maya is one of the most spirited adult females at C.A.R.E.
and it is incredible to watch her playing with the young
baboon orphans and jumping on the hoses and hammocks
in the enclosure. Knowing that Maya lost a lot of her
childhood and life to being singly housed in the name of
biomedical research, it is very special to see her now
thriving, with such a bouncy character at the sanctuary.
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Below: January 2016 Maya enjoying life eating natural foliage, foraging for other good food provided by Beauty
Without Cruelty South Africa and socialising with her new troop at the sanctuary.

Above: January 2016 Maya’s oestrus swelling showing she is ready to become pregnant. As we do not allow
breeding at the sanctuary we dart Maya every two months with depo-provera contraceptive medicine. She
originally was fitted with a contraceptive implant (suprelorin) which has now worn off. We will be purchasing
one for 2016 thanks to BWCSA.
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Above: January 2016 Maya is a large, heavy and healthy lady that LOVES food! She is fluffy and round like a
teddy bear. Her appearance and her playful spirit make her a much loved and popular resident at the sanctuary.
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Above: January 2016 Tao eating next to her friend, alpha male Mouth; also once a singly housed baboon with no
future, now thriving in the troop.
Below: January 2016 Tao foraging next to orphan baboon “Orion”, who she helped raise from a baby. Tao is
alpha female so enjoys the best pick of the food in the food pile!
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Above: January 2016 Tao is alpha female of the large troop and enjoys the best food and foliage. She is healthy
and enjoying life.
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SAMMIE-JO, HOPE AND AYANA – nearly 5 years of sanctuary and still adjusting

Above: January 2016 Ayana, quite timid, enjoying her food and natural foliage.
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Above: January 2016 Hope, now healthy and happy again after a long journey of trying to adapt to troop life but
being removed after she lost condition, to be housed as a pair with the more submissive Ayana.
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Above: January 2016 Hope relaxes as Ayana grooms her.
Below: January 2016 Ayana who is more submissive than Hope grooms her new friend who is happy to receive.
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January 2016 Ayana grooms Hope as the pair build a
new relationship.

Hope was one of the most difficult baboons to integrate. Hope was loudly aggressive and often threatened other
baboons through the fence, which made it impossible to introduce her safely to other baboons and for a very long
time she was housed besides the other baboons.
With lots of time and trial and error Hope found a place within the troop. Sadly, when the hierarchy of the new
troop collapsed, Hope lost condition and due to her inability to socialise positively, she often engaged in fighting,
which caused her to be untrusted by the other females. Hope
became a target for discipline and soon she became stressed
within the troop and had to be removed as we feared for her
health.
Ayana, much the same as Hope didn’t know how to
socialise. Her introductions with other baboons meant if
she didn’t become a bully, she became the bullied and as a
result she became stressed within the troop and often hid
and didn’t come out to eat. We decided to remove Ayana
from the troop in 2015 and give her a break from troop
politics.
Hope was housed next to the orphan nursery in 2015 and
became the adopted mother to many baby baboons which
came to C.A.R.E. that year. Hope helped rehabilitate the
babies and two little boys YOLO and Mr Darcy slept every
night with Hope as they were too small to survive in the
troop of older babies at night (they would be bullied) and
we didn’t want to put them in a cage. Hope adored the
babies and it helped her heal and learn to be a baboon again.
We feel it really helped bring out all her positive
characteristics and unearthed pleasant qualities. YOLO and
Mr Darcy couldn’t stay with Hope forever as the two babies
were very releasable and had to be bonded to a releasable

Hope learned to trust and have confidence around other
baboons again through raising 2015 orphan babies Mr
Darcy and YOLO.
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troop, so late 2015 when the babies were weaned we decided to open up Hope’s
enclosure to introduce her to Ayana.
Ayana is naturally more submissive than the loud and proud Hope and so
the pairing seems to work for now. The two females are learning to enjoy
each other’s company. It is wonderful to see them enjoy the natural
foliage, chatter happily as they eat their way through a variety of food
and groom each other.
These two are very scared of humans, so it was difficult to get nice
photos of them. We did manage to spend enough time to see they
were relaxed enough to begin grooming. Watching the pair
groom is such an achievement, since these two individuals have
had such a journey.
Sammie-Jo in the beginning found her place as second in
command to Joanie, who became her best friend. Losing Joanie,
who Sammie-Jo only just found friendship with clearly impacted
the untrusting female. Sammie-Jo did not trust easily as a result
from her past and soon, as she couldn’t hold other alliances, she
lost her ranking. Sammie-Jo then became withdrawn and we
decided to take her out of the main troop. Sammie-Jo is very
insecure and therefore, often reacts with defensive aggression. Her
defensive stance makes it difficult for her to make friends. She has
been housed in an enclosure adjoining the main troop for a few
months now, recovering from losing her alpha status. Sammie-Jo is
very old and very afraid of people. She enjoys grooming the other
baboons through the fence, enrichment items made by the volunteers,
natural foliage and lots of good food. We plan to try to introduce her to Ayana
and Hope in the future, but for now, she is enjoying having her own space,
without having to defend any ranking and not having to share her food.
Above: Sammie-Jo enjoying enrichment at C.A.R.E.

Removing these sociable primates from the wild and housing them
sanctuary.
singly for biomedical research has truly had a major impact on the
baboons’ ability to socialise appropriately and live again with their own kind. The baboons rescued have been a
major undertaking for the C.A.R.E. team, requiring intensive care and constant re-evaluation of their progress and
plans for the future. To watch the females progress, regress and then advance again has also provided much
learning for the C.A.R.E. team.
It has been wonderful to see the lab-lady baboons find peace, friendship and sanctuary at C.A.R.E., but also it has
highlighted how psychological damage is difficult to heal. It can be noted that the females have all truly benefitted
from being allowed to take care of the orphan babies; a decision which was very much experimental and something
new to C.A.R.E. Seeing how the baby orphans greatly benefitted from having a baboon surrogate mother and
how the females took such great care of them inspired the C.A.R.E. team to refine the hand-rearing process. The
team are now bonding incoming orphan baboon infants to adult females in already formed, releasable troops. This
should minimise time needing to be spent with humans and in captivity for incoming orphans. Through housing
and learning from the beautiful lab ladies C.A.R.E. has refined the rehabilitation methods as a result.
We would like to thank Beauty Without Cruelty for sponsoring the females. The medical care, food, enrichment,
enclosure maintenance, labour, substrates and contraceptives comes at a major financial cost. Without the Beauty
Without Cruelty sponsorship it would not be possible to provide such great care. The females remaining get extra
special TLC and the volunteers enjoy cleaning them out, feeding them, collecting natural foliage and preparing
enrichment for them every day. The females have received much psychological healing and also their presence
has helped many other baboons too.

Thank You!
These girls are worth every effort and deserve the best life.
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